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Abstract
Each living cell must, while performing its life functions, constantly exchange water with its surroundings. This occurs through the cell membrane. In the present paper, we have made an attempt to explain the biophysical basis of this water exchange, realized under stationary conditions, i. e. at constant
cell volume. For the investigation, the mechanistic equations for membrane transport have been applied.
It has been demonstrated that each living cell which subsists under stationary conditions is capable of
water absorption and simultaneous water removal to its surroundings. Water absorption is osmosis-driven, while water removal is driven by the mechanical pressure difference (the turgor pressure). These are
new, and very significant, research results. This stationary water exchange cannot be explained on the
basis of thermodynamic transport equations.
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Introduction
Each living cell, in order to perform its life functions,
must constantly exchange water and solutes with its surroundings. To be precise, it must absorb water (and substances dissolved therein), as well as removing it together with the waste products of metabolism. This exchange
occurs across the cell membrane, and with its active participation. The present work is concerned with the biophysical basis of this exchange, pertaining to water only.
In general, it may be said that there are many biophysical mechanisms of generating water exchange between
the cell and its surroundings, and these are determined by
different driving factors, as follows from the literature
[1,4-6,8,10-12,18,20-27,29]. However, fundamental factors are (as is generally acknowledged) the pressure differ*Corresponding author; e-mail: kargol@pu.kielce.pl

ences which occur on the cell membrane, i. e. the mechanical pressure difference ΔP and the resultant osmotic pressure difference ΔΠ. Thus, restricting ourselves to those
two factors (while modelling the cell and its surroundings),
we can describe the exchange of water, using both the thermodynamic Kedem-Katchalsky (K-K) equations [18,19]
and the mechanistic equations of transport, recently derived by A. Kargol and M. Kargol in the works [13-17].
At this juncture, it must be remembered that in the
equations of the K-K formalism, one is not concerned
with the internal (microscopic) structure of the membrane. However, in practical research situations, one has
to deal, almost exclusively, with porous membranes.
A membrane can be regarded as homogeneous when its
individual pores have the same linear dimensions (i. e.
equal cross-section radii). It is to be stressed here that cell
membranes contain pores (water channels) of varying
linear dimensions, and for that reason these membranes
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are not homogeneous in terms of transport. By the channels of these membranes, we mean for instance water
pores formed by transport proteins (e. g. barrels) [3, 23,
28], water pores created by antibiotics [28] or water pores
formed by porin proteins (aquaporins) [2, 3, 7, 23]. The
K-K equations, when applied to heterogeneous membranes, appear ambiguous for interpretation, which is
what follows from the papers [17, 19, 22].
Under the circumstances, in the present paper, we
shall use the mechanistic transport equations, which are
valid both for porous homogeneous and heterogeneous
membranes. It should be stressed here that those equations have been derived by way of mechanistic considerations based on the model of a typical heterogeneous
membrane which has the statistical number of N pores of
varying linear dimensions [13-17]. Moreover, these equations are wholly transparent from the physical view point,
which is more than can be said for the K-K equations.
Water exchange by a living cell can occur under nonstationary conditions (i. e. at inconstant cell volume) as
well as under stationary conditions, when the cell volume
remains constant. Obviously, the non-stationary water exchange is osmosis-driven and followed with cell volume
increase. On the other hand, water removal may occur both
osmotically and hydromechanically (driven by the turgor
pressure) and is connected with cell volume decrease.
Stationary water exchange is considerably more difficult to explain. Hence, that exchange is the subject of
our present considerations, whereby we will show that
under stationary conditions the cell is able to absorb
water osmotically and remove it hydromechanically at
the same time, due to turgor pressure. This original research result is the main achievement of the present
work. This result is not possible to be observed on the
basis of the thermodynamic transport equations [18,19],
which is easily demonstrable. The K-K equations lend
themselves well only to non-stationary water exchange,
i. e. at inconstant cell volume.

Mechanistic Transport Equations.
Illustration of Their Functioning
It will be convenient to present the mechanistic membrane transport equations using the membrane system shown
in Fig. 1, which served as a basis for their derivation. In this
system, a porous membrane M separates two compartments
A and B, filled with solutions of the same solute at different
concentrations C1 and C2 (C2> C1). The solutions are diluted,
well stirred (with the stirrers m, m), and under different mechanical pressures P1 and P2 (P2> P1). Thus, on membrane M,
there occurs the mechanical pressure difference ΔP = P2 – P1,
as well as the osmotic pressure difference
(1)
where
R – gas constant and T – temperature.

Fig. 1. Membrane system (M – membrane; A, B – compartments; m, m – stirrers; Kp – capillary; P1, P2 – mechanical pressures; C1, C2 – concentrations; (a) and (b) – parts of membrane
with pores na and nb; Jva, Jvwa, Jvb, Jvwb, Jvsb, Jvsd, Jvsk – fluxes).

Let us assume that the membrane has the statistical
number of pores N permeable to the solvent (water). Let
the pores vary in their linear dimensions, i. e. cross-section radii. It is also reasonable to assume that in typical
porous membranes (cell membranes included), the pores
are arranged randomly. However, to facilitate our considerations, let us assume that the pores are arranged in one
direction of the membrane, starting from the smallest
pores r1> rw (rw being water molecule radius) and ending
with the largest
.
For such a membrane, it is easy to select such a solute
(s) of molecular radius rs for which a certain number of
small enough pores (in the range [r1: r <rs]) will constitute an impermeable barrier. The remaining pores, in the
number nb = N – na, will be permeable to the molecules
of that solute. It is convenient to express that situation
using the reflection coefficient σM = σ, which is the measure of membrane selectivity. Its name was taken from
the K-K formalism [18,19]. We shall explain that parameter below. Now let us note that the membrane can be
divided into part (a) with na pores to which the reflection
coefficient σa = 1 can be assigned, and part (b) with pores
nb, and hence – the reflection coefficient σb = 0.
On the basis of the above conditions concerning the
membrane system in Fig. 1, the following mechanistic equations for substance membrane transport have recently been
derived by A. Kargol and M. Kargol in the works [13-17]:
(2)
(3)
where
– volume flow; jsM – solute flow; Lp
– filtration coefficient; σ – reflection coefficient; ω d –
solute diffusion coefficient; and
– mean
concentration.
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Eq. (3) can be transformed to:
(4)
where
written as

– solute volume flow. It can also be

(5)
where
(6)
is the solute diffusion volume flow, whereas
(7)

It should be added here that, in view of definition (9),
the membrane M as a whole will be non-selective (permeable) for the given solute (s) if Lpa = 0. Its reflection
coefficient will be σ = 0. However, taking a solute (s) for
which Lpb = 0, we obtain that σ = 1. Under the circumstances, the membrane is semi-permeable.
For a given membrane, such a solute can be selected
for which Lpa> 0 and Lpb> 0. In such a case the reflection
coefficient will be contained in the interval 0 <σ <1, so
the membrane will be selective.
We can now present an illustration of the functioning
of the mechanistic transport equations (2) and (3). To
do so, let us refer the equation to the respective parts
(a and b) of the membrane M of the system shown in
Fig. 1. By so doing, for part (a) we immediately obtain
that

is the solute convection volume flow.
It should be explained here that the Lp coefficient is
given by the formula:

(16)
and

(8)
(17)
where Lpa is the filtration coefficient of na membrane
pores (not permeable to the solute), whereas Lpb is the filtration coefficient of nb membrane pores (permeable to
the solute).
In turn, the reflection coefficient σM = σ is defined as

where Jvwa is solvent volume flow. Then, if the equations
are referred to part (b), i. e. to nb pores of the membrane,
a markedly complicated situation is obtained. On the
basis of Eq. (2) for the pores, we obtain

(9)
(18)
Based on formulae (8) and (9), we immediately obtain
(10)

since σb = 0.
However, on part (b) of the membrane the differences
of pressure ΔΠ and ΔP also occur. Thus flow Jvb has two
components [13-17]:

and
(11)

(19)

The last transport parameter, i. e. the coefficient ω d,
is given by the formula [13-17]:

where Jvwb is the water (w) volume flow and Jvsb is the
solute (s) volume flow.
It should be noted here that the flow Jvwb is the net
flow of the flows
and
, which is expressed by

(12)
That formula is a correlation between the three permeability coefficients, i. e. Lp, σ and ω d. The respective
parameters are, according to Eqs. (2) and (3), given by
the expressions:
(13)

(20)
where
is the volume water flow driven by the pressure difference ΔP and
is the volume diffusion
water flow driven by the pressure difference ΔΠ. These
flows satisfy the relations
> 0 and
<0. On the
other hand, the flow Jvsb is given by formula (5), i. e.:

(14)
and

(21)
(15)

since Jvsb = JvsM.
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Biophysical Basis of Stationary Water Exchange
by a Model Living Cell

The Model of a Cell and Its Medium. The Cell’s
Turgor Pressure

Cell Membrane as an Heterogeneous Porous
Structure

(22)

In order to discuss the problem of water transport by
a living cell, let us consider the model system shown
schematically in Fig. 2. In that system, the studied cell is
in a water solution, which is thus its medium. For convenience, we shall assume that the entire cell membrane
(with N pores of varying linear dimensions) is represented by an equivalent membrane M mounted in the right
wall of the cell. In that membrane, all the pores have been
arranged in such a way that the smallest of them (r1> rw)
are placed at the top, and the largest
– at the bottom.
Let us also assume that there is an active volume flow
permeating into the cell of a certain selected solute
(s). Let the radius rs of this substance come from the
range r1 <rs <
.
In the situation presented, let Lp, σ and ω d denote the
filtration coefficient, reflection coefficient (from the interval 0 <σ <1) and solute (s) diffusion permeability coefficient of the membrane M, respectively (in accordance with the idea of the mechanistic formalism for
membrane transport). The membrane M can also be divided into parts (a) and (b), which contain na pores impermeable to the solute (s), and nb = N – na pores permeable to molecules of the solute, respectively. We can also
assign to those parts the filtration coefficients Lpa and Lpb,
and reflection coefficients σa=1, and σb=0, respectively
[13-17].
Because of the occurrence of the flow
, we can
assume that the concentration Csi of substance (s) in the
cell is greater than concentration Cso of the substance in
the medium (Csi> Cso). So, on membrane M, there will
occur the concentration difference ΔCs = Csi – Cso, and
thus – an osmotic pressure difference ΔΠs = RT (Csi –

In the cell cytoplasm, it is easy to find such a solute
(s) of molecular radius rs for which a certain number na of
pores (in the range r1: r <rs) will be impermeable to that
solute. But the remaining pores (in the number of nb = N
– na) will be permeable to that substance. According to
the idea of the mechanistic formalism for membrane
transport [13-17], na pores can be assigned the reflection
coefficient σa=1, while nb=N-na pores – the reflection
coefficient σb=0. In the situation presented, the substance
(s) will be osmotically active only with respect to
na pores. Thus, in their vicinity, the osmotic transport of
water will be generated, whereas – through nb pores –
a flow of water, together with some solutes contained
therein, may be generated hydromechanically (due to the
mechanical pressure difference). It can be added here that
through each of the N pores there may occur transport of
solutes of linear molecular dimensions (pore radius rs')
smaller than the linear dimensions of a given pore. Consequently, the situation appears highly complex. However, in the scope of the present work, we shall limit our
considerations to transport of water and one (let us say,
selected) solute (s).

Fig. 2. Model system of the living cell and its surroundings (M
– cell membrane; Csi, Cso – concentrations; Pi, P0 – mechanical
pressures; rw, rs – radii of water (w) and solute molecules (s);
– radius of largest pores; V – cell volume; Jva = Jvwa, Jvb, Jvwb,
Jvsb = JvsM – fluxes).

The cell membrane is, in general, a very complicated
structure, and it performs a series of fundamental functions which are necessary for the cell’s life activities [3,
10, 24, 25, 28]. One of the functions is the transport of
water and various solutes (both electrolytes and non-electrolytes). The importance of the transport properties of
the cell membrane follows from the fact that each cell, in
order to live, has to absorb water and some solutes from
its surroundings, as well as removing water and unwanted products of metabolism [1, 3, 10, 21, 25, 28]. This exchange goes on, mediated and affected by the cell membrane.
Cell membranes have special channels (pores) permeable to water. By these pores, we mean water pores,
formed by transport proteins (barrels) [3, 23, 28], water
pores created by antibiotics [28] or water pores formed
by porin proteins (aquaporins) [2, 3, 7, 23, 28]. We also
believe that ion channels of large enough linear dimensions (when open) can also function in that way [3, 6, 9,
27, 28]. Based on the literature [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 23, 27, 28],
one can assume that the pores (channels) of the cell membrane, permeable to water, have varying linear dimensions. If so, then it is reasonable to treat such a membrane
as a heterogeneous porous structure. All the N pores of
such a structure can be arranged in a line which begins
with smallest pores r1> rw (where rw is the radius of water
molecules) and ends with largest
:
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Cso). Water will flow into the cell due to the pressure difference ΔΠs, causing a rise in mechanical pressure Pi inside the cell. Under stationary conditions, that pressure
will be constant and higher than the pressure Po outside
(P1> P0). Thus, under stationary conditions, there will
occur a constant osmotic pressure difference (ΔΠs =
const.) and a constant mechanical pressure difference
(ΔP = Pi – Po = const). The cell volume will also be constant (V = const). We postulate here that, under such conditions, the cell constantly absorbs and removes water.
Our ultimate task is to find appropriate equations that
will describe the volume flow of the water absorbed and
removed by the cell.
However, first, we have to resolve the problem of
the cell’s turgor pressure and find an appropriate formula to describe it. With this in mind, let us note that
under stationary conditions of the system (cell – medium) the resultant volume flow
satisfies the relation:

Presently, taking into account the formulae (10) and
(27), we find:
(29)
This is the sought formula for the flow Jvwa of the
water absorbed by the cell from its medium. Based on
that expression, we have calculated the values of the flow
for membranes of three sample cells, i. e. nitella translucens, human red blood cell and dog red blood cell [18,
26]. The above was done with the use of the data given
in Table 1. The results obtained are presented in
Column VIII of the table. The values of the flows are relatively high. This indicates that the cell must constantly
absorb large amounts of water to perform its life functions. We believe the values found here are close to the
biological reality.

(23)

Water Removal by the Cell
Hence, using Eq. (2), we find:
(24)
where ΔΠs = RT (Csi – Cso) and ΔP = Pi – Po, the pressure
inside cell being treated as turgor pressure.
It should be added here that, under stationary conditions, the resultant solute volume flow will equal zero,
which is written as

In order to consider water removal by the studied
model cell (under stationary conditions), let us take into
account the volume flow Jvb which permeates across part
(b) of the membrane M (Fig. 2). The reflection coefficient of that part is σb = 0. The flow Jvb is given by the formula (18). With the use of the formula (11), it can be
transformed to:
(30)

(25)
Now, taking into account formulae (3) and (12), we
may write:

Now, taking into account (19), we obtain:

(26)

(31)

Substituting this expression into (24), we obtain the
sought formula for the cell’s turgor pressure:

Hence, using Eqs. (4) and (27), we find the sought expression for the flow Jvwb of the water removed by the cell.
It takes the form:

(27)
where

(32)

(28)

Water Absorption by the Cell
The studied cell (see Fig. 2) can absorb water osmotically within part (a) of the membrane M, as that part
contains na pores which are impermeable to the substance (s). Its reflection coefficient σa = 1. The volume
flow Jvwa of the absorbed water is given by the formula
(16), i. e.:

Using the above expression and the data from Table
1, we have calculated the flow Jvwb for the following cell
membranes: nitella translucens, human red blood cells
and dog red blood cells. The results of the calculations
are presented in Column IX of Table 1. The obtained
flows of water removed from the cell (see
Column VIII of Table 1) are equal to flows Jvwa of the
water absorbed by the cell. That fact testifies to the reliability of our research endeavours. The main result is the
finding that under stationary conditions each living cell
is capable of absorbing and removing considerable quantities of water at the same time.
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Table 1. Numerical data and results of calculations.

Final Remarks
Each living cell, while performing its life functions,
has to constantly exchange water and various dissolved
substances with its surroundings. To be precise, it has to
absorb water and some necessary solutes, as well as removing the water together with unwanted metabolites.
This water exchange is obvious from the biophysical point
of view in the case of non-stationary cell operation (i. e.
at inconstant cell volume) [5, 6, 12, 18, 19, 22, 27, 29].
However, the explanation of such an exchange under
stationary conditions (at V = const.) has been problematic until now. In the present work, the problems have
been resolved. Namely, we have shown that (on the
basis of the mechanistic equations for membrane transport [13-16]) each cell is able to permanently exchange
water with its surroundings under stationary conditions.
The cell can absorb water osmotically (due to osmotic
pressure difference) and simultaneously remove it hydromechanically, owing to the mechanical pressure difference (in other words due to the cell’s turgor pressure). We believe that this original research result is
very important and opens far-reaching research possibilities, especially concerning the influence of environmental conditions on the functioning of single living
cells as well as multi-cell organisms. It is not possible
to observe this research result on the basis of the K-K
equations, which is easy to demonstrate by means of
pertinent considerations.
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